therapist

A float session helps guests achieve a s

First-time clients get escorted to the treatm
flotation bed and are instructed to disrobe
of the hydraullc system, Then they are wrap
membrane and submerged into it with the

Once they get settled they're shown ho
to the surface, and the therapist exits the ro
warm, thermal cocoon as chilled cucumber

Manyfal into a deep s eep, Shaw says,
add a massage afterward, the benefits are
give clients the chance to experience a sp
price point, and offer the spa the opportun
amenities to potential new clients,
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Club Mud, the long-popular DIY oasis at G
(glenivy.com) in Corona, California, invites
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"Glen lvy s famous mud is made from d

	
  

	
  

in

the lerrescalValley, mixed wiLh the

spa'

water, to create a unique consistencyi'expla
executive spa director.The price for this DI
one daily admission price (539 Monday-Th
and rolidays),
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Clients apply red clay mud themselves,
inside a drying chamber. After the clay doe
and exfoliate the skin, guests slough it offa

Spas embrace DIY, practitioner-free treatments tooutdoot
help
cave-like showers using the facilit
eucalyptus shower
clients stay on budget.
ge1.
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lf a brisk refresh is what a guest needs, the
therapy (10 min./$ 15, or inc uded with ano
treatment allote ZaZals Za5pa (hotelzaz
Houston fil s the bll . Hotei guests can gain
at any time during spa hours. Situated in th
oxygen therapy suites provlde a quick way
renew, "Outfitted with four, fu ly adjustable

soft canQlelight, these suites encourage gu
unwlndi'says Chris Niederschu te, spa man

A variety of 'flavored air" is available, he
lavender and peppermint."Guests may se
and enjoyi' N iedersch ulte says.
Whether squeezed in between a massa
experlenced right after a long flight, this o
secret haven for guests at ZaSpa.
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zOII DIY oxygen therapy (10 min./$15, or included
If a brisk refresh is what a guest
needs, MArCh
then the
with another booked service) treatment at Hotel ZaZa’s ZaSpa (hotelzazahouston.com) in
Houston fills the bill. Hotel guests can gain access to this amenity at any time during spa hours.
Situated in the Sanctuary area, the oxygen therapy suites provide a quick way for clients to
relax and renew. “Outfitted with four, fully adjustable beds, white linens, and soft candlelight,
these suites encourage guests to recline and unwind,” says Chris Niederschulte, spa manager.
A variety of “flavored air” is available, he adds, including lavender and peppermint.
“Guests may select their flavor, inhale and enjoy,” Niederschulte says.
Whether squeezed in between a massage and a facial, or experienced right after a long
flight, this oxygen-rich respite is a secret haven for guests at ZaSpa.
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